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PARK HYATT ST. KITTS, St. Kitts
A barely-touched island in the tropically-named

Banana Bay is the setting for Park Hyatt’s newest

resort, surrounded by some of the most golden

sands and bluest waters in the Caribbean, and

with 78 rooms and 48 suites you’ll never feel like

you’re sharing paradise too much. The private 

island setting makes for a very secluded enclave

from the world, lending some peace and tranquillity

to your stay, and you’ll have everything you’d 

expect from a luxury resort to keep you happy

including sun-soaked pools, top-class spa, fine dining

and sports and leisure activities to suit all tastes.

The three restaurants have been designed to invoke

a spirit of the history of this tiny two-island country, 

St. Kitts & Nevis. The Stone Barn is reminiscent of the

stone barns used to protect the harvest in inclement

weather, while the Fisherman’s Village brings to mind

those who risk life an limb to bring the fruits of the

sea to your table. And the Great House is a modern

representation of the grand plantation houses of old,

a place of meeting and congregation, and this is the

all-day dining venue of the resort with its own herb

garden and signature Rum Bar. Don’t miss the 

Afternoon Tea, an essential experience in the

welcoming shadows of the Great House of any

plantation.

The Miraval Life in Balance Spa offers face and

body treatments as well as a yoga pavilion and

opportunities for meditation and quiet contem-

plation, while those of a more active disposition

can find golf, tennis and motorised sports nearby.

The resort itself is equipped for non-motorised

water sports while a specially-curated range of

excursions have been designed to ensure you get

the most of this wonderful part of the world.

The accommodations are all light, bright and

supremely comfortable, with premium suites 

including private pools and sundecks giving unhin-

dered views of neighbouring Nevis. The one-off

Presidential Villa features a private infinity pool,

gym and games room for the pinnacle of island

living.

With this new opening, Park Hyatt are aiming to

set a new bar for Caribbean luxury. Why not be

among the first to see exactly what all the fuss is

about?
PARK up your troubles...
There’s something very special about knowing you’re experiencing the best, and

there is something equally special in knowing you’re experiencing something first.

With a brand new resort just opened, Park Hyatt St. Kitts gives you both those

special feelings all in one.

SPECIAL OFFER

Stay 7 nights in a Beachside Room on a breakfast basis, 

including return British Airways World Traveller flights,

private transfers and access to the airport lounge on 

departure from London Gatwick.

FROM £2,355 PER PERSON

...in your NEW Kitts bag.


